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Chapter One:
The Chip Thief
Once upon a time, Cubey the Alien lived on one of Saturn’s
rings in space. One day, he decided to go to a planet called
Earth.
He stole parts to invent his own spaceship. On Cubey’s
way down to Earth, the spaceship malfunctioned and he
landed on Bray Head.
As he rolled out of the spaceship, he saw a group of boys
and girls wearing navy blue shirts and red-and-blue
neckerchiefs. He followed them.
The girls and boys were all scared of Cubey, except for
one.
“Are you okay?” asked Matthew the Sea Scout, as all the
other scouts ran away.
“Where have I landed?” asked Cubey.
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“You’ve landed in a lovely town called Bray,” said
Matthew. “It’s the oldest seaside town in Ireland.”
Cubey glanced at the ocean and saw the group of Sea
Scouts standing on boards in the water. They looked like
they knew what they were doing.
“What is going on over there?” asked Cubey.
“My friends are surfing…but that’s boring,” answered
Matthew. Matthew was secretly scared of surfing.
“I’m famished. Do you know of any nice places to eat?”
Cubey asked.
“I recommend Platform Pizza,” said Matthew. “Well,
the pepperoni pizza is delicious, but if you’re a fussy
eater there are plenty of other menu options. Just to let
you know, the chips are really nice!”
On their way to Platform Pizza, they saw the bandstand,
where there were teenagers skateboarding on one side
and rollerblading on the other. Cubey was mesmerised.
Next, they passed the Sea Life Aquarium. There were
paintings of the fish on the outside.
They got to Platform Pizza, bought their pepperoni pizzas
and chips and took them down to the harbour.
At the harbour, Goose the Menacing Seagull was watching
for his next victim when he spotted Cubey and Matthew.
Goose had a tattoo of a skull on his left wing and a huge
scar on his face, though he covered it with sunglasses.
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One of his toes was missing on his right foot and he had a
tattoo of a heart with “Mummy” written across the heart
on his right wing.
Meanwhile, Cubey was astonished looking at the elegance
of the swans in the harbour. Suddenly, Goose swooped
down and bit into Cubey’s chips.
“What was that?” asked Cubey.
“Goose the Menacing Seagull,” answered Matthew.
Cubey was furious and enraged. He screamed as loud as a
car horn, “This means war…”

Chapter Two: A Wild Goose Chase
Cubey and Matthew followed Goose the Menacing
Seagull on a wild goose chase. They ran all the way to
The Fishman in Wicklow, where they found the fish man
feeding Goose.
“That seagull must have eight stomachs!” said Cubey,
fuming. Steam was coming out of his ears.
“Calm down - it was only a chip. Goose does this all the
time,” Matthew said, brushing Cubey off.
Matthew was distracted by all the graffiti on the wall
and noticed that they were the same art style as Goose’s
tattoos.
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“Where can we get some chips to lure Goose into Wicklow
Gaol?” asked Cubey.
Matthew replied, “Forget that…let’s get some ice cream.”
They made their way to the Mad Hatters Dessert
Emporium. They ordered the flavours Solid Gold and
Titanium with diamond sprinkles.
As Cubey devoured the ice cream with his two front teeth,
he fell to the ground clutching his head. Matthew laughed
hysterically and exclaimed, “It’s just brain freeze!”
They strolled to the pier as Cubey gazed at everything in
amazement. He saw the Kilmantin Art Gallery and Bridge
Street Books and they came across The Bridge Tavern.
When they finally reached the jam-packed pier, they
overheard the carnival sounds, children screaming with
joy, and waves lapping against the rocks.
Swoosh!
Goose swooped down and knocked the ice cream out of
Matthew’s hands. It hit the iconic Sammy the Seal on his
head.
“Oooh, free ice cream!” Sammy announced happily as he
licked the ice cream from his face.
“That cost me two months of pocket money!” Matthew
screamed angrily. “It cost me an arm and a leg. That bird
has got to go...”
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Chapter Three: Cubey Gets Energised
Cubey, Matthew and Sammy decided to take a trip to St
Kiernan’s National School in Bray to try and get away
from Goose. The students in fourth class were all out
playing when the gang arrived at the school.
Cubey felt a strong energy when he entered the school
grounds.
“Hi, nice to meet you,” one of the girls in the class said
to him.
“You’re not allowed seals in the school – the principal
will suspend you if she finds out!” said another boy.
Cubey explained to the class how his spaceship had
crash-landed on Earth and that Matthew, his new friend,
was showing him all around the sights of Wicklow. He
also told everyone about how they were trying to escape
from a nasty seagull who kept taking all their food.
“I know a scrapyard where you can look for parts to fix
your spaceship,” shouted one of the boys.
Cubey realised that when he made new friends, he got
more energy and felt really powerful. Maybe that was the
energy he felt when he arrived at the school!
Just then, one of the teachers came out into the
playground ringing the bell for everyone to come back in
after breaktime.
“Line up into your classes,” said the teacher.
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At this point, all of fourth class formed a circle around
Cubey and the gang so the teacher wouldn’t see them.
Someone suggested that the gang could go hide under
the trees and leaves that surrounded the school.
After the school day was over, the class came back out to
the trees and asked Cubey and the gang if they would like
to go to the Festina Lente centre for hot chocolate.
“What is that place?” asked Cubey.
One of the girls called Katie described it for Cubey.
“It’s a lovely place with horses, flowers, food, gardens
and fountains,” she explained.
Cubey was feeling energised and very happy. He was
smiling and his eyes turned a bright red colour.
They all headed off walking through the fields to Festina
Lente.
Cubey suddenly remembered a bar of chocolate he had
hidden in his back pocket.
As he took it out to share it with his new friends from St
Kieran’s, Goose swooped down from the sky and grabbed
onto it. Cubey also held on really tightly and wouldn’t let
go of the chocolate bar.
“Give me that! It’s not for you!” Cubey shouted at Goose.
Goose didn’t give up and eventually took off, flying
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high up into the air with Cubey still hanging on to the
chocolate bar.
Everyone looked on in amazement as Goose and Cubey
flew away over the town towards the sea.
“COME ON!’’ shouted Matthew. “It looks like they are
heading to The Cove. I know a shortcut…!”

Chapter Four: Feathered Friends
Sammy said, “Hey! Slow down, Matthew! I cannot run as
fast as you – remember, I am a seal!”
Back in the sky, the chocolate bar had started to melt and
Cubey began to slip.
Suddenly, Matthew saw a green form plummeting from
the sky into the water near the boatyard.
“Get your flippers in gear – Cubey is in danger!” said
Matthew. As they approached the boatyard, swans flew
down from every angle and surrounded them. Sammy
spotted the same marking on the swans that Goose had
on his wings as well. He was really frightened by this.
The leader of the swans warned, “You ain’t touching our
pal Goose – you need to leave before this gets ugly.”
Matthew walked over to the swans and told them, “We
don’t want any trouble here.”
The swans were blocking his way with all their wings
held up.
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“We’re just trying to help out our friend,” pleaded
Matthew.
Meanwhile, Cubey was struggling to keep his head above
water when a duck came paddling along beside him and
asked, “What are you doing?”
Cubey gurgled, “Help me – I can’t sw…”
The duck replied, “Hold on a little longer! I called for
backup.”
Goose had landed further down the beach and was
distracted by a leftover burger from Box Burger. He was
not concerned about what was happening around him
because he was busy having his lunch.
While the swans were blocking Matthew and Sammy,
they heard loads of quacking sounds. They looked up and
they saw all the ducks descending from the sky while
carrying Cubey in their wings.
The swans all scattered and headed off down the beach to
find Goose.
The ducks landed gracefully in the sand, and Matthew
and Sammy ran over to meet them. They frantically
started to check if Cubey was okay. After that, Matthew
said, “You deserve some ice cream, Cubey.”
They went for ice cream at Gino’s. While eating their ice
cream, Matthew asked Cubey if they should try to fix the
spaceship next.
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Cubey replied, “There’s no rush! Bray is a lovely place.
I think I’ll stay for the summer...”
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The Long Way Home
•
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Chapter One: A Very Green Goblin
Once upon a time, in the beautiful small town of Carnew,
there lived a small green bushy goblin named Joseph.
Joseph lived underneath the small grey stone bridge on
Bell’s Lane with his strict parents and his seven very
hairy siblings.
Last Tuesday evening, Joseph’s parents kicked him out
of his house as he was being a little brat! He was wasting
water, breaking furniture and annoying his siblings. His
parents had had enough and they sent him on his way!
Joseph strolled sadly up the town. He passed by the large
graveyard, the stinky loud mart and the long, yellowbricked primary school.
Suddenly, some dark black clouds appeared over his head
and it began to lash rain. Joseph quickly made his way
towards the massive old dilapidated castle in the centre
of Carnew. He had already decided that this was going to
be his new home.
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As Joseph climbed slowly in through the wooden blue
door that led into the castle, he happened to spy his own
reflection in a dark murky puddle.
“Ah!” he screamed. “I never realized before that I looked
like this!” A hairy small green face was staring back at
him, and his nervous purple eyes looked lonelier than he
ever could have imagined.
“What’s wrong with you?” whispered a low deep voice.
Joseph jumped out of his skin!
“Who said that?” he asked nervously.
“I did,” replied the tall leafy tree beside him. “My name
is Jim Bob the tree.”
Joseph couldn’t believe his ears – a talking tree! He
glanced around, but nobody else was there. The tree was
really speaking to him!
“I’m Joseph,” said the goblin, trembling. “My parents
kicked me out of my home and I decided to move into
this lovely big castle, as I once overheard them saying
that there’s secret gold buried in these castle grounds.
I’m determined to find it.”
“I can help you to locate this buried gold!” exclaimed the
tree. “But I need you to do something for me also.”
“Deal,” beamed the goblin. “What do you require?”
“Well, I’ve been stuck in the ground my whole life and
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I’ve never seen any other part of Carnew. Could you
please take some photos for me on your phone, so that I
can see what this little town really looks like?”
Dusk was falling and Joseph knew that he was afraid of
his own shadow, but he decided to accept the challenge
anyway! He set off to take some photos for Jim Bob,
capturing the big fire station, the small police station,
the enormous grey stoned church and the various local
shops such as Victor’s, Centra and Candy’s.
Finally, he decided to take a photo of the huge colourful
playground. He snapped some pictures of the large black
swings, the grey slide, the huge red climbing frame and
the fun roundabout. As he was just about to leave, he
decided to hop onto the roundabout for a quick turn.
Before long, disaster struck!
As he was spinning, Joseph’s expensive phone fell out of
his small hand and it smashed to smithereens!
Joseph was devastated. Although he now saw Jim Bob the
tree as a friend, he knew that there was little hope of him
helping to find the gold, as the photos he requested were
now destroyed!
He sadly made his way back to the castle, but when he
arrived, Jim Bob the tree had mysteriously vanished!
Just then, Joseph heard the loud, deafening “DING DONG
DING DONG” sound of the old church bell. As the bell
stopped ringing, a strange little brown speck suddenly
appeared before the young goblin’s eyes…
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Chapter Two: Fish and Chips
The brown speck got bigger and bigger and as it got closer,
Joseph realised that it was Jim Bob. He was carrying a
newspaper full of chips.
“Is that you, Jim Bob? How did you manage to move?”
asked Joseph.
“Yes, it’s me. I was tired and got hungry, so I
metamorphosed into a wooden human and went to get
some chips,” replied Jim Bob sheepishly.
He didn’t tell Joseph that he wanted to test him to see if
he would be his friend.
Joseph wanted to go get his phone fixed and wondered
how they would do that.
When they finished eating the chips, they realised that
there was something in the newspaper other than grease
- there was a glowing magic lamp right at the bottom.
“Wow, what will we do with this lamp?” asked Joseph.
Just at that moment, Jim Bob opened the lid on the top of
the lamp, and out popped a genie.
“Let me introduce myself with a song,” said the genie.
“No, thank you - maybe later?” said Joseph.
The genie felt disappointed and said, “Well, at least let
me tell you my name…”
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“OK,” said Jim Bob, rolling his eyes.
“My name is Julius,” said the genie.
“We need to get going. Can you help us?” continued
Joseph.
“Okay - I have three magical chips,” said the genie. “You
must choose one. If you choose the correct one, I will help
you, but if you pick the incorrect one, you’ll turn into a
chip!”
Jim Bob started to examine the chips very carefully.
He smelled each one of them. They smelled of salt and
vinegar mixed together.
Finally, he picked one and said, “I’m going to pick the
one on the right because I’m always right! Now what do
I do?”
“Just eat it,” replied the genie.
Jim Bob gave it to Joseph and told him, “I promise I won’t
eat you if you turn into a chip.”
Joseph was terrified and he very slowly brought the chip
up to his mouth and bit it.
The genie said, “Your wish is my command.”
“I want to go to Blessington so that I can get my phone
fixed,” said Joseph.
The next thing they knew, they were teletransported to
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Blessington into a boat in the middle of the lake. They
could see the mountains off in the distance.
They saw many animals on the surrounding land
including foxes, deer, sheep and hedgehogs.
They realised there were two fishermen on the boat.
Joseph asked them, “Will you bring us to town and show
us where the phone shop is?”
The fishermen were partially blind and not able to see
clearly that Jim Bob and Joseph were strange creatures.
Jim Bob offered them the newspaper and said, “I‘ll give
you this money if you take us to the phone shop.”
The fishermen agreed, taking the newspaper and offering
them some fish in exchange.
The boat started to move off toward the shore. Finally
they arrived at Go Fonez in Blessington town centre and
Joseph suddenly realised that he didn’t have any money
on him…

Chapter Three: The Adventure to Bray
Joseph asked the owner of Go Fonez what he could do to
get some money in order to have his phone fixed. The
owner said he knew a shop in Bray called Eir where they
could get a better deal and have the phone repaired.
Joseph and Jim Bob used their Leap cards and took a bus
to Bray. They looked out the window of the bus, taking
in the view. It was a lovely sunny day. They passed the
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beach, McDonald’s and lots of shops and interestinglooking buildings.
Joseph was daydreaming and suddenly realised
something. He was shocked because he hadn’t thought
of it before. He said to Jim Bob, “I’ve got an idea - we can
use the genie to get some more money!”
Luckily, Jim Bob still had the lamp with him and so he
started to rub it to see if the genie would appear. After
a short while, smoke began to rise from the lamp - it
smelled of fish and chips - and then Julius reappeared in
front of them.
He didn’t look very happy. He growled at them, “What do
you want?”
“We need some money! Give us money,” they both said
to Julius.
“One of the rules for wishes is I can’t give anyone money.
Another rule is I can’t bring someone back to life. And,
finally, no wishing for fish and chips!” Julius told them.
So Joseph asked how he could solve this problem before
realising that he could just ask the genie to fix his phone.
Julius was able to read Joseph’s thoughts and he raised
his arms high up in the air. More smoke appeared (and
the smell of fish and chips also returned) before Julius
announced, “Your wish is my command!”
Joseph felt happy and relieved to have his phone fixed
again.
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They all headed down to the funfair on the beach to
celebrate.
They went on the bumper cars and then the rollercoaster.
They ate some popcorn and cotton candy and had a blast
of a time.
Joseph remembered that he didn’t have any money left
on his Leap card to get back home. He decided to apply
for a job at Eddie Rockets in Bray. He went in and asked
at the counter and was hired as a cashier straight away.
Meanwhile, Jim Bob got a job at GameStop, selling video
games and consoles.
By the end of the day, Joseph had eaten all the food at
Eddie Rockets - the burgers, the chips, the sausages
and the chicken wings. He was asked to leave and told to
never come back.
Jim Bob was bored at his job and so started playing the
games, and he broke one of the most expensive consoles
and also lost his job.
He left the shop and went to look for Joseph. As soon as
he found him, Joseph asked Jim Bob if he had enough
money for them to get back home.
“I’m one euro off,” replied Jim Bob.
It was getting late and the last bus was due to leave Bray
soon. They ran to the bus stop…
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Chapter Four: The Race
Jim Bob and Joseph saw a bus approaching and quickly
got to the bus stop. They jumped on the bus so fast that
they didn’t realise that it was headed for Glencullen in
the Dublin Mountains.
The final stop was Johnny Fox’s, an old traditional
Irish pub. Jim Bob exclaimed, “This does not look like
Carnew…”
At this point, the bus driver realised Jim Bob and Joseph
had no money, and stated, “Sorry, lads - no money, no
journey.”
They were getting hungry again. They saw a lot of people
on bicycles and stopped one of them and asked, “Where’s
the best burger around here?”
The cyclist recommended The Gap. “C’mon up - I’m
heading there now!” said the kind cyclist. Jim Bob and
Joseph jumped onto the bike.
On arrival, they realised that The Gap was not just a café
but a very scenic mountain biking park.
They really wanted to join in on all the fun and their
stomachs continued to rumble… but the same problem
arose once more. They had no money.
Joseph spotted a poster on the wall of a red bicycle with
yellow lighting stripes across the frame with FIRST
PLACE emblazoned on top.
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Just then, an announcement was heard over the sound
system in the park. “The annual mountain-biking
competition is starting in 10 minutes! Make your way to
the uplifts. Anyone or anything is welcome to take part.”
They made their way to the uplift and realised everyone
had brought their own bike with them; they were not
provided.
Joseph started to fret and panic. “I give up! This is my life
now, I live here!”
Meanwhile, Jim Bob shook his head and said, “Don’t be
so dramatic. Do you not know me at all?”
With that, Jim Bob began metamorphosing into a wooden
bike.
Joseph jumped up and down and squealed in delight.
However, Jim Bob warned him that the effect would only
last up to twenty minutes.
The race got underway and they sped ahead of everybody
at a miraculous pace. Their competitors were nowhere
to be seen. As they reached the Giant’s Grave, the bike
started to shudder and shake. The handlebars began to
turn into branches and the wheels screeched to a grinding
halt and turned into long gangly roots.
Joseph flew over the handlebars and landed in a heap in
the Giant’s Grave. Suddenly, a large hand emerged up
through the gravel and announced in an irritated voice,
“Get out of my grave! How dare you disrupt my slumber!”
The hand grabbed Joseph and hurled him through the air.
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Joseph landed with a thud on the ground to the sound of
cheering voices all around him. He realised that he had
just won the race.
A gold medal was placed around his neck and the red
bicycle he had seen on the poster earlier was wheeled
over to him.
He couldn’t wait to share the good news with Jim Bob.
“Jim Bob, where are you?” he wondered.
Joseph jumped on the bike and headed back into the
forest in search of Jim Bob.
When Joseph found Jim Bob and showed him the gold, he
told him they could finally go home now.
Jim Bob said, “I’ve decided to stay here - I’ve fallen in love
with the forest, but you can come and visit me anytime.”
Joseph felt overwhelmed with feelings he had never felt
before and realised that Jim Bob was a true friend.
“You got the gold in the end - your family will be proud
of you,” said Jim Bob.
“Maybe I’m not such a selfish brat after all,” thought
Joseph as he hopped up on his bike and headed off for
home.
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Chapter One: Wicklow Montessori Primary, 1st & 2nd Class,
Ballyguile Beg, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Two: St. Joseph’s National School, 3rd & 4th Class,
Valleymount, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Three: Blessington No. 1 School, 6th Class,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Four: Bray School Project National School, 3rd Class,
Bray, Co. Wicklow



Chapter One:
Spikey and Foxy’s Journey
Spikey the Hedgehog was really scared of foxes.
One stormy night in the Devil’s Glen Forest, in the snowy
mountains of Wicklow, Spikey the Hedgehog was looking
for some food when he met a really nice fox that wanted
to help.
“I am a friendly fox. I don’t like to eat hedgehogs,” said
the fox. “Oh yeah, and my name is Foxy the Fox. What’s
your name?”
“I’m still afraid of you… but my name is Spikey the
Hedgehog.”
After they gave each other their names, they got caught
in a snowstorm.
Foxy the Fox said, “How about I bring you to my house to
keep us safe from the snowstorm?”
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“I don’t know if that’s a good idea. I’m still scared of
you…”
“Here’s some proof,” said Foxy. He pulled out his phone
and showed Spikey lots of photos of his hedgehog friends.
Then, the snowstorm passed.
“Okay, I guess I’m not that scared of you anymore,” said
Spikey.
Spikey and Foxy went down to Tikka in Wicklow Town to
get some spice bags. After they finished eating, they went
back to Devil’s Glen Forest.
Foxy looked at his watch and noticed it was nearly teatime.
He remembered his hedgehog friends were coming over
for tea.
“Would you like to come to tea and meet all my friends?”
Foxy asked Spikey.
“I’ll go to your house with you, Foxy,” Spikey replied in a
shivery voice (he was still a little scared).
Along the way to Foxy’s house, they saw a group of
poachers in the distance who were out hunting for
hedgehogs.
Suddenly, the poachers’ dogs started chasing after Spikey
and Foxy. They ran through the forest to try to lose the dogs.
Foxy was running really fast but Spikey was having
trouble keeping up with him.
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Foxy noticed this and said, “I can’t go any slower! Do you
want to hop on my back?”
Spikey climbed up and carefully held on to Foxy.
Spikey realised that if he could jump on Foxy’s back, he
could also jump on the dogs’ backs. Suddenly, Spikey
jumped from Foxy over to one of the dogs that had caught
up with them.
He used one of his spikes to slow down the dog and
protect him and his friend. Then he jumped back onto
Foxy’s back.
Luckily, this slowed the dogs down. One of them let out a
loud yelp and started crying.
“This is not the end! THIS IS NOT THE END!” barked the
dog…

Chapter Two: Old Friends Reunite
Foxy remembered that he knew a hiding place, so he and
Spikey headed there. It was in a little hole high up in a
large tree, deep in the forest.
When they arrived and climbed inside, a voice said, “Hi,
Foxy! I haven’t seen you in a long time!”
It was Foxy’s old friend, Squirrel. Spikey was surprised
that Foxy was friends with a squirrel. Squirrel invited
Foxy and Spikey into his home.
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It was nicely decorated and very homely. There was a
roaring fire on and the table was all set for tea.
Squirrel had lots of nuts and seeds out, and asked, “Would
anyone like some tea?”
Foxy said, “No, thanks. We won’t be staying long. We’re
just hiding until the poachers go.”
Spikey corrected Foxy and replied, “I’ll have tea, please!”
Foxy wasn’t happy with this. He explained to Squirrel
and Spikey that they had to go to his house and have tea
with the other hedgehogs.
Foxy looked at his watch and said, “It’s actually time for
us to go now.”
Squirrel and Spikey stayed put and Foxy stomped out. He
shouted, “FINE! I’M GOING! GOODBYE!”
He slammed the door and was gone.
Spikey ate some of the nuts on the table and smiled, “Oh,
these are delectable. Where did you get them?”
Squirrel replied, “I found them when I was out foraging
in a big green field between the lake and Valleymount
National School.”
After they finished eating, Squirrel said that he would
show Spikey where he found the nuts.
Spikey was nervous about going back down on the
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ground, and Squirrel noticed this. “Don’t be worried,
Spikey – you can go on the zipline, and I’ll be swinging
along beside you from tree to tree.”
They both headed out, and Spikey started to move off
carefully on the zipline. It was great fun.
As Spikey was zipping along through the forest, he
accidentally poked a hole in one of the straps and fell
through onto a tree below.
Suddenly, they heard the dogs coming back. Squirrel
hopped down to see if Spikey was OK. He was in shock
from the fall but otherwise he was fine.
Spikey whispered, “What are we going to do now?”
A small mouse appeared and beckoned for them to follow
him. They swung across a couple of trees after the mouse
until they came to a house that was well hidden away.
Spikey desperately knocked on the door and when it
opened, Foxy was standing inside. He smirked evilly
when he saw who it was…

Chapter Three: The Big Chase
“I see you made it,” Foxy said.
Spikey and Squirrel ran away but the mouse stayed
behind. They ran into a field beside Blessington No. 1
School. The dogs were close behind them. They ran onto
the astro turf pitch behind the school.
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Ms. Murphy was on break duty minding Sixth Class, who
were out playing football. A boy called Jacob scored a goal
and everyone cheered.
Spikey squeaked in surprise at seeing the children and
ran with Squirrel back into the nearby field. It was littered
with lost footballs.
Spikey stuck his tooth into one of the rubber footballs
because he thought it was food but spat it out in disgust.
They spotted a farmer moving hay bales in the field. He
was driving a tractor and trailer. The farmer had seen
them running away from the dogs.
The farmer decided to help them, so he took out his
shotgun and threatened the dogs.
The farmer shouted at the dogs, “Those ewes are lambing
– get off my land! Nobody messes with Paddy Joe!”
Then the farmer put Spikey and Squirrel in the trailer
with the hay bales and drove them into his old shed at the
edge of the field. He gave them cat food and water.
“You can stay in my shed,” said Paddy Joe.
Meanwhile, Foxy had gone out to search for Spikey. He
heard the dogs and decided to follow them. Foxy hid in the
trees in Glen Ding Forest beside the field until it got dark.
During the night, Foxy snuck in through the back door of
the farmer’s shed because he wanted to see if Spikey was
alright.
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Spikey was awfully cold and shivering in the shed.
“There’s some hay in the back – we could use that to
warm us,” said Squirrel.
They heard footsteps coming from behind the shed but it
turned out they were Foxy’s. He looked apologetic.
“What are you doing here?” asked Spikey. “I thought you
were mad at us!”
“I actually was okay with you – it was that mouse I didn’t
like,” replied Foxy. “He keeps coming into my house and
taking all my food.”
Foxy noticed some red beady eyes in the corner of the
shed. Out of nowhere, a reasonably big, angry black cat
jumped out.
“You devoured my food! I want it back!” demanded
the cat. The cat pounced and tried to attack Spikey and
Squirrel but Foxy stepped in front of them.
Suddenly, the shed door slammed open and one of the
poachers walked in. He stepped on the cat’s tail and
shouted, “Out of my way!” The black cat ran off.
The poacher was now facing Foxy. “You interfered in the
Glen of the Devil,” said the poacher. “Now you’re going
to have one hell of a time…”

Chapter Four: A Potatoey Ending
The poacher’s shotgun went off but Foxy jumped out of the
way into a pile of old dung. A dung beetle was woken up by
all the noise and found the animals fighting with poachers.
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The black cat reappeared and attacked the poachers,
saving Foxy.
“Dogs! Go get him!” shouted one of the poachers, and
the dogs ran off to chase the cat.
Foxy, Spikey and Squirrel started running the other way
but they didn’t know where to go.
“Follow me – I know a safe place to go,” said the dung
beetle.
All the friends followed the dung beetle towards Powerscourt
Gardens but they were still being chased by the poachers.
When the poachers reached the entrance to Powerscourt,
one of the staff members yelled, “Hey, I didn’t see you
with a pass. Get out of here!”
The poachers didn’t listen and replied, “Never!”
Squirrel had snuck away from the others and started to
throw nuts and seeds at the poachers. Then, more and
more squirrels came to help.
On the opposite side of Powerscourt, the friends were
trying to figure out a way past the poachers. They reached
a wall with a door but didn’t know how to get through.
The beetle saw a lock on the door and said, “I can crack
that lock. By the way, I’m Gerald.”
Gerald was trying out different combinations for the lock
when he saw the poachers being chased towards them
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by the squirrels. The poachers had nearly caught up with
them when one of Squirrel’s nuts hit the lock and it flew
open. They all ran through the door just in time.
Outside of Powerscourt Gardens, Foxy dug a tunnel for
the friends to escape but when they came out the other
side, they were at Glen of the Downs.
At the Glen, they met a newt called Noel. “I know a safe
and magical place we can get to,” said Noel.
The friends decided to follow Noel who led them through
the Glen to a magical potato garden. There, they found
Super Potato, a potato who grew legs and arms and was
ready to protect the friends.
Super Potato defeated the poachers by launching fifty
potatoes at them and saved all the friends.
After the poachers were defeated, the potato farmers
came out of hiding, and the friends wondered what to do
with all the potatoes.
They helped the farmers by gathering up the smashed
potatoes and taking them down to Henry & Rose chipper
in Bray, where they were all turned into chips, except for
Super Potato.
Spikey and Foxy thanked all their new friends and
everyone celebrated with bags of chips – well, everyone
except for Super Potato, who said, “No, thanks – I’m not
a cannibal.”
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The Tale of Two
Pickles

Chapter One: St. Andrew’s National School, 2nd Class,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Two: Manor Kilbride National School, 5th & 6th Class,
Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Three: Jonathan Swift National School, 3rd - 6th Class,
Dunlavin, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Four: Glebe National School, 4th Class,
Wicklow Town, Co. Wicklow



Chapter One:
Joe’s Big Adventure
Joe the Pickle wanted to go to Bray but he was stuck on
a farm. He was on a journey to fight the Evil Pickle Lord.
He went to try and find the airport, as he was planning to
fly to Bray. He got on the Pickle Plane. It was a plane made
out of pickles and it was VIP (for Very Important Pickles.)
Joe landed in Bray, on the seafront. The Pickle Lord
was standing in front of him. It was very muddy on the
seafront.
“So, it’s you again!” said Joe.
“Get out of my way or there’ll be consequences,” replied
the Pickle Lord.
“I won fair and square,” said Joe. “Now, stop bothering
me.”
Joe and the Pickle Lord used to be best friends. They had a
duel and Joe won, so the Pickle Lord was out for revenge.
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Joe tried to run away but then remembered that he’d
forgotten his Pickle Passport. He had left it on his seat in
the Pickle Plane.
When Joe went back to check, his Pickle Passport was
gone. The Pickle Lord had stolen it.
Joe decided he would build a new Pickle Passport. He was
going to go to McDonald’s in Bray. Joe jumped onto a
passing seagull.
“Where do you want to go?” asked Nemo the Seagull.
Joe paid Nemo and said, “Bring me to the airport - no
time to talk!”
Nemo the Seagull flew Joe back to the airport, where a
pickle jet plane took him to McDonald’s.
Joe’s best friend, Bob the Big Toe, worked in McDonald’s.
“Yaaay!” said Joe and Bob when they saw each other.
“Guess what?” Bob said. “There’s a new Chicken Big
Mac!”
“I don’t have time for that,” said Joe.
“The Evil Pickle Lord has stolen your passport,” Bob said
nervously.
Bob could read people’s minds, so he could tell what had
happened to Joe. They got on a donkey and went to the
top of Bray Head. From there, they could spot a lot of
houses and some farms. They could also see the airport,
and from the top of the cliff walk they could see the ocean.
When they looked down, they saw some Pickle Samurai
trying to get them and bring them back to the Pickle
Lord’s dungeon…
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Chapter Two: Penny the Kangaroo
Joe took the Pickle 65 bus to get to Manor Kilbride, where
he bought a green lightsaber in Craul’s shop.
He met a kangaroo at the GAA pitch and asked him to take
him to the top of Seefin.
“I will fly you to the top of Seefin,” said Penny the
Kangaroo.
Penny tried to get them there - but there was a stone in
their path.
When they looked back, they saw the Pickle Samurai on
bikes following them. The samurai were green, hairy,
and big and wore red bandanas.
Before the Pickle Samurai could reach them, Joe took his
lightsaber and stabbed the rock, breaking it in two.
Bob took the lightsaber from Joe and sacrificed himself.
Joe was devastated – but then he saw a lovely pickle
called Linda.
Linda was a super pickle who had superpowers. She could
teleport, and she teleported herself and Joe to the top of
Seefin.
On the top of Seefin, there was a tomb. It was a big pile of
rocks with a hole in the middle.
Joe got down on one knee and said to Linda, “Will you
marry me?”
Linda pulled out a red lightsaber and said, “You fool! You
fell for my trick all along!”
Joe was very mad and he pushed Linda into the River
Liffey. The current pulled her away to the Pickle Lord’s
fortress.
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Back in Manor Kilbride, Bob was winning the fight
against the samurai.
Penny was fighting alongside Bob, as she was a kangaroo
boxer.
Joe thought that Bob had been killed by the samurai, so
he went to the graveyard to mourn.
Bob and Penny had won the fight against the Pickle
Samurai and they came across the Moody Rooster cafe.
They thought it was for food but it was actually the Pickle
Lord’s fortress.
They looked in the window and saw Joe being held hostage.
There were two pickles standing beside him with black
bandanas on their heads. Suddenly, two canons started
shooting out fried eggs at Penny and Bob.
Joe was in the navy, so he used a phone to call in a
helicopter full of robots to help him fight the Pickle Lord…

Chapter Three: The Pickle Battle of Dunlavin
The robots came in and found Penny and Bob and asked,
“Where’s Joe?!” Penny and Bob told the robots that Joe
had been taken by the Evil Pickle Lord.
They went into the Moody Rooster all guns blazing, but
Joe and the Pickle Lord were gone.
Suddenly, they remembered they had heard about this
magic creature who could see into the future. When they
went to Grangecon Village, they went into the forest and
found a wolf and an owl. They were trying to get their
friend down from a tree.
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Stuck in the tree was the dragon who could see the future.
Penny and Bob helped the dragon down from the tree.
The dragon said, “You’d better go to Dunlavin. We will
help you.”
The dragon’s name was Sarah, the wolf was called Leash,
and the owl was named Secret.
“Yes, I will help you find your friends,” said Sarah the
dragon – but she didn’t actually mean it. She was friends
with the Evil Pickle Lord.
As Sarah flew Penny and Bob to Dunlavin, she changed
direction and dropped them in Blessington Lake. Long
ago, the Pickle Lord had put a spell on Sarah, causing her
to obey his every command.
The robots had flown behind and saved Penny and Bob
when they fell in the lake. They had ropes and put on
waterproof gear to save them.
They were all washed up and tired on the shore when
Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson carried them all the way to
Dunlavin.
“I’ve done all I can,” he said. “You must go on alone.”
Penny, Bob and the robots kept looking for the Pickle
Lord for an hour, and finally found him on the roof of the
library with his cat, Celestia.
They used the robots’ ropes to climb the walls of the
library. There, they saw Joe with a bag on his head. The
Pickle Lord was about to shove Joe off the roof when one
of the robots pushed him out of the way. The Pickle Lord
knocked the robot off the roof instead.
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While they were fighting, they found out Celestia was a
magic cat when they accidentally hit her. She turned into
a ghost cat and helped the robots to fight the Pickle Lord.
“I found you as a stray,” the Pickle Lord said to
Celestia, “and now you’ve betrayed me and will face the
consequences.” Celestia felt indignant when the Pickle
Lord said this and fury flowed through her veins.
The librarian, Maura, came up and pushed them all off
the roof. The hunt rushed by and caught them on their
horses. The Evil Pickle Lord, also on horseback, shot
lasers at them.
Joe still had a bag on his head and was about to fall off his
horse. Celestia went to catch him but as she was a ghost,
he fell through her paws. Joe was left behind as the hunt
went on to St Nicholas’s Well.
On the way to the well, they passed through the
playground. The Evil Pickle Lord was knocked off his
horse by a low-hanging bar. He was also left behind.
When they got to St Nicholas Well, Penny, Bob and the
Robots noticed they had left Joe behind in Dunlavin. The
horses were thirsty and were having a drink from the
well. The water was magic and gave the horses wings.
Penny, Bob and the robots circled back on their flying
horses to look for Joe but he was nowhere to be seen.
Neither was the Evil Pickle Lord.
They heard muffled screams from behind the bushes.
When they looked behind there, all that was left was
Linda’s red lightsaber and a samurai’s bandana…
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Chapter Four:The Big Basketball Match
Bob decided to go back to Dunlavin to look for Joe.
Joe had been captured and was now in the Pickle Lord’s
chamber. Joe was scared. The Pickle Lord was getting
ready to attack.
“Let’s have a basketball match and see who wins,” said Joe.
Then Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson teleported into the
chamber, fighting off the Pickle Guards. He lifted Joe up
on his back and took him out of the chamber.
He turned around and was going to start a wrestling
match with the Evil Pickle Lord.
“Fight me now or else play the basketball match,” said
Dwayne.
“Okay, Okay, I’ll play the basketball match,” replied the
Evil Pickle Lord.
Joe and Dwayne flew on a Pickle Hoverboard to Pineto’s
chippers to get food on the way. As they were flying along,
they spotted Bob flying close by on a seagull.
“Hi, Bob! We’re going to a basketball match. Do you want
to join us?” asked Joe.
“I would love to be on your team,” said Bob.
Meanwhile, Penny, Celestia, and the robots were busy
training for the basketball match in Glebe NS in Wicklow
Town.
When Joe and Dwayne arrived at the chippers, the whole
town was empty. They were all down at the basketball
court. Bob had been busy on the seagull, flying around
Wicklow Town, putting up posters advertising the
basketball game.
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Down at the court, Pineto’s, The Brass Fox and The
Bridge Tavern had all set up food stalls to cater for the
huge crowds waiting for the game to begin.
A bunch of pickles were protesting. They didn’t want
to be eaten in the burgers so they decided to become
cheerleaders for the game.
The flying horses were holding up lightsabers to help
keep control over the crowds.
Joe drove very fast on the Pickle Hoverboard from the
chippers to arrive at the basketball court.
The crowd started cheering for Joe when he arrived. They
chanted his name, “Joe! Joe! Joe!”
The Evil Pickle Lord had also arrived and was getting very
angry that the crowds were cheering for Joe. He decided
to give his Pickle Minions a special potion so that they
would win the match.
The Rock brought his friend John Cena in on a Picklecopter
to join Joe’s team.
One of the Evil Pickle Lord’s guards threw the ball up
in between the Pickle Lord and Joe and the game was
underway.
The Pickle Minions got the first point because they were
upgraded with the potion.
By halftime, it was 18-20 to the Evil Pickle Lord’s team
but at halftime, the potion wore off and the Pickle
Minions lost their powers.
The Rock and John Cena teamed up and scored two points
for Joe’s team, so the score was now even.
As the Evil Pickle Lord was giving out to his team, he
tripped over and a picture fell out of his pocket. Joe saw
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this happening and picked up the picture. It was a picture
of him and the Pickle Lord from the old days when they
had been friends.
Joe went up to the Evil Pickle Lord and gave him a big hug.
He said, “I know we had our differences in the past but I
would love to be friends again with you.”
“I would love that too,” said the Pickle Lord.
Joe bought the Pickle Lord and all his team hot dogs from
the Brass Fox stand.
John Cena and The Rock put on a wrestling match to
entertain the crowds.
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The Pig Awakens
His Destiny

Chapter One: Nun’s Cross National School, 4th & 5th Class,
Killiskey, Ashford, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Two: St. Fergal’s National School, 4th Class,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Three: St. Patrick’s Loreto Primary School, 4th Class,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Four: Kilmacanogue National School, 5th Class,
Kilmacanogue, Co. Wicklow



Chapter One:
The Legendary Pig
Hairy Styles was worshipping the Legendary Pig in Gorey
Church. He was a yak and he wanted to be a pig after
seeing how much food they got to eat each day.
His mum found Hairy praying in the church to be a pig
and she bit him by the ear and grounded him.
So, in Fourtown (where Hairy lived), he was crying in
his room. Then the holy pig Paul came into his room and
cheered him up.
“Cheer up, Hairy!” said Paul. “It’s great that you worship
my kind. Maybe I can help you become a pig.”
Hairy Styles said back to him, “That could really do me
some good because I’ve always wanted to be a pig.”
Paul headbutted Hairy out the window. He then went to
Centra squealing with the yak on his back. The pig ran
into the shop and dug a hole beneath the post office,
where they fell into the world of pigs.
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When they were in the pig world, they met the Legendary
Pig, who suggested they go on a quest so that Hairy could
become a pig.
They set out on a journey and to complete their first task
– to slay a three-headed pig dragon.
Once they reached the cave where the pig dragon lived,
they were amazed by all the jewels that the monster had.
Paul warned Hairy about the crystals sticking out of the
walls, as they were very sharp.
The Legendary Pig took out a saddle and asked Hairy,
“Can you wear this saddle to go faster? Then we can get
my carrots back and get you one step closer to becoming
a pig.”
But then they heard a roar…

Chapter Two: The Ultimate Duck
“Oh no! It’s a big duck and he has a bread sword as his
weapon,” yelled Paul.
“I am Jonathan the Duck and I’m here to attack the
dragon,” the duck announced.
Paul found a chocolate that was sharp. He planned to
hold it out and make it look like a sword.
They both wanted to slay the dragon but only one could
slay it and become a pig.
Paul and the duck went outside to fight, and Hairy decided
to watch while eating popcorn. Outside, Paul’s chocolate
sword melted in the sun.
Paul challenged Jonathan to a boxing match but he ended
up being crushed under Jonathan’s big fists.
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Hairy charged at the duck. Just as he was about to hit, he
pulled out an Uno reverse card and Jonathan the Duck
crushed himself into the ground instead of into Paul,
reversing in time and preventing the pig from being
crushed.
The dragon had gone to St. Fergal’s Park. Paul and Hairy
went over to the park to look for him. They found the
three-headed pig dragon sitting on the swings, eating a
sandwich from Subway alone. With each bite, he changed
colour and a small explosion went off in his mouth.
He wanted to fly away but his wings were being toasted
by people at KFC, who wanted to make huge fried chicken
wings. They chained him to the swing and left him for
the KFC workers to cook. If they sold the wings, everyone
who ate them would become a pig.
Paul and Hairy didn’t have any money but they snuck
into the Centra across the road from St Fergal’s and stole
a packet of Doritos.
They came up with a plan to sell packets of Doritos to raise
the money but unfortunately the Gardaí caught them…

Chapter Three: The KFC Disaster
The Gardaí caught the KFC workers cooking the dragon in
the park. They demanded chicken wings but got dragon
wings instead and went bananas.
The workers flew away but one of them fell. When that
happened, they turned into a dragon.
Hairy and Paul saw the Gardaí had gone bananas and got
really scared, so they ran away - all the way up to Bray
Head.
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They got to Bray Head and were cornered by the Gardaí,
so they jumped off from the top into the sea below. Hairy
was going to hit the rocks but Paul the pig started to fly.
He drank a can of Red Bull with his Doritos and it gave
him wings.
He saved Hairy Styles from crashing into the rocks and
certain death!
After Hairy was saved, they flew to Kilruddery. When
they realised there were no Gardaí around, they started
dancing like crazy.
A cat came along while they were dancing, pulled out a DJ
deck and started playing music. The cat’s friends joined
in and took out their instruments. There was a guitar,
a piano, and a person singing too. She was singing the
Reese’s Cups song.
“Reese’s Cups, Reese’s Cups, eat ‘em up, eat ‘em up, eat
‘em up…” she sang.
Hairy realised that this wasn’t going to help him become
a pig, so he set off and went to St Patrick’s School to
take classes on how to become one. But he didn’t do his
homework - he was too busy singing the Reese’s Cups
song - so he didn’t pass.
Meanwhile, the Gardaí went back to KFC to sue the
restaurant for cooking dragon wings.
Hairy and Paul were walking down the main street of
Bray when one of the KFC workers randomly turned into
a dragon and swallowed Paul whole.
Hairy had to jump in after Paul. When he was inside the
dragon’s stomach, he found Paul and also found a little
bottle of green liquid. The label said, “This can turn you
into a pig - but you have to complete the task.” There was
a map stuck to it as well.
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Among the stuff in the dragon’s stomach, he found an
exploding bath bomb. He dropped it. The bubbles blew
up and they were washed out of the dragon. They burst
out of the dragon’s mouth. Hairy was hanging from its
jaws and was covered in saliva and very slippery, so he
couldn’t hold on to the green bottle and it slipped from
his hooves…

Chapter Four:
Rick Astley and the Dancing Pig
Since Hairy’s hooves were slippery, the green bottle fell
from his hooves and smashed. A magic genie came out of
the bottle. He had a long beard and Eminem popped out
of it.
Hairy and Paul were very confused. Hairy saw a guy
walking down with KFC chicken wings, who turned into
a chicken. Hairy thought that maybe if he ate a pig he
would turn into one. Or maybe if he ate some chicken he
would turn into a pig - he had to find out.
Hairy snuck into KFC and he ate a chicken wing to see
if that would turn him into a pig. He realised right away
that it would not, so he and Paul went to look for another
green bottle in Kilmacanogue Graveyard.
He found another green bottle in the pond in the garden
outside Kilmacanogue National School. He was very
hungry so he went to Circle K for a spicy chicken fillet
roll with extra mayonnaise.
After Hairy ate the chicken fillet roll, he turned into
Rick Astley temporarily. When the Gardaí showed up, he
started to sing “Never Gonna Give You Up” until they left.
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Hairy turned back into a yak and ordered a pickle, turning
him into a pickle. Someone in Circle K ate Hairy. Inside
that person’s stomach, Hairy found another green bottle
with a note saying, “Drink this to turn into something
random.”
Hairy wanted to get out. He found a feather inside the
person’s stomach and tickled the inside of their stomach
with it, which made them sneeze. When they sneezed,
Hairy was thrown up out through their mouth.
Just as Hairy was about to drink the green bottle, the
Avoca manager brought him to Avoca. Then Hairy saw a
maths book, which he ate because he hated maths. Hairy
sneezed and turned into a frog.
At Avoca, behind the till, the genie popped out.
“You have one more wish,” the genie told him.
Hairy wished to be a pig. Once he turned into a pig, Hairy
was really happy and started dancing to Eminem’s music.
Hairy had wanted to become a pig because he wanted to
do the “Gangnam Style” dance with Peppa Pig and Daddy
Pig. The pigs arrived at Avoca and started dancing.
Hairy was very happy being a pig.
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The Hidden Coins

Prologue & Chapter One: Plainfield Memorial School,
5th Grade, Plainfield, Connecticut, USA
Chapter Two: Wicklow Dyslexia Association, Coláiste Chill
Mhantáin, 4th, 5th & 6th Class, Burkeen, Co. Wicklow
Chapter Three: Rush, Lusk & Skerries Dyslexia Association,
Rush and Lusk Educate Together National School, 5th & 6th
Class, Lusk, Co. Dublin
Chapter Four: Fingal Dyslexia Association, St. Oliver Plunkett
School, 5th & 6th Class, Malahide, Co. Dublin



Prologue
Hi, my name is Fred. I have a friend who works at
McDonald’s in Plainfield, Connecticut, USA. I’m a little
weird and a little awkward. I’m a little broken inside. A
broken ice cream machine.
My friend Eddie tried to fix me to shoot out ice cream, but
instead I shoot out burgers.
I once said “Hi” to Eddie but he didn’t recognise me. I
couldn’t talk before I started shooting out burgers.
Let me tell you about an adventure I had with Eddie…

Chapter One:
World War Ice Cream
One day, I told Eddie about this annoying man I met at
the pool in the Town Hall in Plainfield.
“I hope he doesn’t come into McDonald’s and ask to
speak to the manager,” Eddie said.
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Just then, the man came in and immediately asked to
speak to the manager. Eddie started sweating and shaking
really badly.
Eddie and Fred escaped and ran to the old tank at Lions’
Park across from the Town Hall. Eddie used the grease
from Fred’s burgers to loosen up the seal on the top of
the tank. They went joyriding through Plainfield.
On their drive, they saw a cow riding a motorcycle. They
also saw Wild Scoops Ice Cream and stopped in to see if
the people there could help repair Fred.
Fred said, “This place looks just like before, when I was here.”
The workers were running around, gathering ice cream
ammo, preparing for a battle against The Ice Box in
Brooklyn. The Ice Box thought that they had better ice
cream than Wild Scoops.
Now it was war!
Eddie asked, “Can you fix Fred?”
One of the workers tried to fix him but all they did was
make the burgers soggy. Fred felt disappointed and like
he would never be fixed.
But Fred had an idea! He collected all of the ice cream
and put it in the canons in the tank. Eddie loaded some
sprinkles into the machine gun at the bottom of the tank.
The two set off for The Ice Box, where they were ready to
shoot the ice cream at the building.
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The Ice Box hurled a big scoop of mint chocolate chip at
Eddie and Fred. They were trapped and frozen inside the
ice cream!
They broke free as the frozen ice cream melted. Eddie and
Fred shot more ice cream at The Ice Box. Suddenly The
Ice Box turned into a magical unicorn and flew away but not for long. The unicorn came back with more ice
cream.
A plane with The Ice Box logo on it flew over Wild Scoops
and dropped a huge blob of Rocky Road on the building.
Parachuting out of the plane was the annoying man and
two guards.
On his shirt, the annoying man wore a badge that read
‘MANAGER’…

Chapter Two: The Escape
Eddie and Fred had an idea on how to escape. They stole
The Ice Box’s private jet and flew all the way to Ireland.
Along the way they stopped in Cork to get some cooked
fish because they were hungry.
“We need to get further away – The Ice Box is on our
tail,” Fred whispered.
Eddie shrugged.
They saw a chocolate man cooking the fish in the boiling
sea.
“What’s your name?” Eddie asked as he and Fred jumped
to the ground in shock.
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“Can I lick your finger?” asked Fred. They were both
curious to taste him.
“My name is Arnaud, and of course you can have a taste,”
replied Arnaud, as he stuck a finger in Eddie’s mouth,
who bit it off.
When they asked Arnaud to join them on their journey to
Wicklow, they realised that the fuel from the private jet
had run out.
Suddenly, Arnaud grew chocolate wings and flew all the
way to Wicklow Town, where he landed on Wicklow Gaol.
Arnaud had to call a rescue helicopter to help them off
the roof.
They skipped along until they came across Mad Hatters
Dessert Emporium.
Eddie stopped in the middle of the street and said, “This
place is horrible.”
Fred scoffed and replied, “I know, right!”
Just then, the emporium transformed into a gigantic hat.
It shouted, “I am the Mad Hatter and I will destroy you!”
It charged after Eddie, Fred and Arnaud. They ran all the
way to the Holistic Centre, to get rid of all the evil spirits
from the Mad Hatter. Luckily, the Mad Hatter turned
back into a building and disappeared.
When they arrived, they met an luminous yellow genie
called Gillian.
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“I will grant you three wishes,” she said.
“I wish to be turned back into a normal ice cream
machine,” wished Fred.
“Whoa, whoa, whoa, slow down! You have to earn it,”
giggled Gillian dramatically. “You have to pay five gold
coins.”
Arnaud helped them find gold coins in the Sugarloaf
Mountains, at the end of the rainbow in the Murragh
playground, at Big Mouth, at Wicklow Lighthouse, and
finally at the Black Castle.
When they returned to Gillian the genie, she would not
grant their wish because the coin from Big Mouth was
fake.
It was actually chocolate wrapped in gold foil…

Chapter Three:
The Search for the Fifth Gold Coin
Eddie, Fred and Arnaud heard a rumour later that day
about a gold coin at Storm in a Teacup ice cream shop in
Skerries.
They hopped on a train and finally arrived in Skerries.
They walked past Skerries Community Centre, where
they came across a dog and a cat playing football on the
astro pitch.
“Do you want to play a game of football?” asked Scruffy
the Dog.
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“We will give you the location of the gold coin if you win
and show you where Storm in a Teacup is,” said Ben the
Cat.
“We’re in if we get a tip,” replied Fred.
At first, Eddie, Fred and Arnaud were losing but after an
intense second half, they scored three goals and drew for
penalties.
Fred went up first and kicked the top corner. He scored!
Eddie and Arnaud danced in celebration.
Finally, Eddie, Fred and Arnaud won. Scruffy and Ben
began to run away.
“We’ll never tell you where Storm in a Teacup is!”
shouted Scruffy and Ben.
Eddie, Fred and Arnaud froze in shock. They were
ravenous after their football game and went to Apache
Pizza. They ordered a margherita pizza, a pepperoni
pizza and a Hawaiian pizza.
While they were eating, they walked along the streets
forming a plan until they found a stained old map at the
Monument.
“It looks like the Underground of Skerries,” Fred said.
“Let’s do it! Let’s follow the map!” Eddie trusted his best
friend with his life.
“I’m out, guys - I’ll stay up here. I want to explore more
of Skerries,” replied Arnaud.
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When Eddie and Fred made their way underground, they
found a series of tunnels. It was dark except for a little
bit of green brightness at the end of one of the tunnels. It
smelled like old paint and they could hear rats scurrying
and screeching, as well as water dripping.
They headed towards the green light and eventually they
exited onto Skerries Harbour.
They looked around and saw all the restaurants and cafes
- Blue Bar, Stoop Your Head, Five Rock and The Goat in
the Boat.
They dipped into the Harbour Toilets and when they came
back out, to their surprise, they saw Arnaud holding Ben
and Scruffy.
“I found these two rustling around in a bin. I have a
cousin who works in Storm in a Teacup,” said Arnaud.
“The gold coin is underneath the building.”
When they walked into the ice cream shop, they got a
whiff of ice cream and crêpes. They made Scruffy dig a
hole into the tunnels. They saw a little shine and forced
Scruffy to keep digging.
After some time, Scruffy finished digging, and in the hole
was a rusty old treasure chest…

Chapter Four: The Adventures of Malahide
When Fred opened the treasure chest, he found an old
book from Malahide Library. The book was rusty and
stained, and was called The Adventures of Malahide.
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Eddy, Fred and Arnaud felt a little bit nervous because
they had to take on another big adventure.
“OMG, let’s get the train into Malahide train station,”
Arnaud said excitedly.
Eddy, Fred and Arnaud headed for the train station and
left Scruffy and Ben behind. When they reached Malahide,
they stopped in Insomnia to get some lattes.
In Insomnia, they met a duck squad who offered to take
them around Malahide.
“We are on a mission to find a gold coin and some
information about this book. We can’t exactly bring loads
of friends along,” muttered Eddy.
The duck squad gave Eddy, Fred and Arnaud some
directions to the library.
On their way to the library, they saw Gillian the Genie at
the marina.
“Fill up your ice cream tank and there may be a surprise.”
Gillian gave the gang a clue and immediately disappeared.
“Let’s go to every ice cream shop until we find this gold
coin,” said Fred, feeling rushed but confident.
“Hold on, let’s just go to Pappagallino’s,” replied Eddy
in a trembling voice.
When they reached Pappagallino’s, they found the last
gold coin hidden in the mint ice cream. Fred began to
dance and Eddy and Arnaud clapped.
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Before the gang could return to Gillian the Genie to cash
in their wish, The Ice Box unicorn from Connecticut
appeared and drowned Malahide in all flavours of ice
cream.
Suddenly, the duck squad climbed out of the nearest
sewers. They followed the duck squad into the sewers
until they reached under the library.
They quickly grabbed the magical light and went to Toots
with the duck squad. They went the whole way around
Malahide shining this light.
Finally, they defeated the unicorn as it turned into a
rainbow and loads of cupcakes.
They headed for Malahide Castle, where they arranged
the coins into a circle and slotted it into a door.
Instantly, the castle lit up like a star, which beckoned
Gillian the Genie.
Gillian granted Fred his wish and he became a normal ice
cream machine again.
Fred was so happy and Eddy was delighted for his best
friend.
Gillian opened a magic portal that brought them back
to McDonald’s in Plainfield. When they returned home,
the CEO promoted Eddy to Fry Chef because of his
achievements.
They all went back to live their normal lives and published
stories all about their adventures.
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